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ABSTRACT
The Met Office Unified Model (MetUM) is known to produce too little
total rainfall on average over India during the Monsoon period, when assessed
for multi-year climate simulations. We investigate how quickly this dry bias
appears by assessing the 5-day operational forecasts produced by the MetUM
for six different years. It is found that the MetUM shows a drying tendency
across the five days of the forecasts, for all of the six years (which correspond
to two different model versions). We then calculate each term in the moisture
budget, for a region covering southern and central India, where the dry bias is
worst in both climate simulations and weather forecasts. By looking at how
the terms vary with forecast lead time, we are able to identify biases in the
weather forecasts that have been previously identified in climate simulations
using the same model, and we attempt to quantify how these biases lead to a
reduction in total rainfall. In particular, an anticyclonic bias develops to the
east of India throughout the forecast, and has a complex effect on the moisture
available over the peninsula, and a reduction in the wind speed into the west
of the region appears after about 3 days, indicative of upstream effects. In
addition we find a new bias that the air advected from the west is too dry from
very early in the forecast, and this has an important effect on the rainfall.
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1. Introduction30
The Indian Summer Monsoon is one of the most important weather systems in the world, pro-31
ducing a large majority of the annual rainfall for over a billion people. It is also one of the most32
difficult for General Circulation Models (GCMs) to simulate on a range of spatial and temporal33
scales. Although there is significant interannual variability in the Monsoon, one of the largest dif-34
ficulties is in simulating the correct amount of total Monsoon rainfall on average over an extended35
period of many years. Most GCMs exhibit a significant climatological June to September dry36
bias when compared with observations, while several others conversely produce too much rainfall37
(Sperber et al. 2013).38
The Met Office Unified Model (MetUM) is one of many GCMs with a dry bias over India in39
the summer months (Walters et al. 2017). Levine and Turner (2012) showed that a significant40
contribution to this dry bias comes from sea surface temperature (SST) biases in the coupled41
model version of the MetUM (these biases being themselves caused by biases in the atmospheric42
component) and, indeed, coupled rainfall and SST biases play an important part in Indian Summer43
Monsoon errors for GCMs generally (Levine et al. 2013). However, Levine and Turner (2012)44
also conducted an experiment with an atmosphere-only version of the MetUM forced with SSTs45
derived from observations, and here some aspects of the dry bias were improved, but a significant46
part of it remained. Similar results have been obtained in various other studies (Ringer et al. 2006;47
Martin et al. 2010; Martin and Levine 2012; Bush et al. 2015; Johnson et al. 2016, 2017; Levine48
and Martin 2017), so it is clear that deficiencies in the atmospheric component of the MetUM49
play a significant part. Although the situation has improved as recent versions of the MetUM have50
been released, the Indian dry bias remains one of the most significant biases in the configuration51
in current operational use (Walters et al. 2017).52
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The nature of the MetUM Indian Monsoon dry bias has been studied extensively, and various53
mechanisms have been put forward as potential causes. For example, Bush et al. (2015) showed54
that the dry bias is related to a wet bias over the equatorial Indian Ocean: when they increased the55
convective entrainment over this latter region, suppressing the rainfall there, it led to an increase in56
rainfall over the Indian peninsula. Levine and Martin (2017) showed that an inability to correctly57
simulate low pressure systems leads to a reduction in rainfall over India, and that this effect is58
mitigated when running a regional simulation over India, with the boundary forcing (including59
remote precursors to low pressure systems) provided by analyses. However, in both of these60
studies the dry bias was not explained entirely by the phenomenon investigated, and it is clear that61
in its totality it is due to an interplay of various remote and local effects and a of range of temporal62
and spatial scales.63
The aforementioned studies refer to longer climate simulations, but forecasting the Indian Sum-64
mer Monsoon is also challenging at shorter timescales appropriate to numerical weather prediction65
(NWP) (Ranade et al. 2014; Gadgil and Srinivasan 2012), and the MetUM also shows rainfall bi-66
ases at NWP scales (Prakash et al. 2016; Mitra et al. 2013). Categorical yes/no forecasts of rainfall67
are generally good, but it is rather more difficult to produce good forecasts of rainfall amount (Joshi68
and Kar 2016; Kumar et al. 2017). Although it is possible to improve forecasts by combining mod-69
els or using post-processing such as bias-correction (Joshi and Kar 2016; Mitra et al. 2011), it is70
still desirable for NWP to use an underlying GCM which captures the physics and dynamics of71
the monsoon as well as possible, for example in order to continue to produce good forecasts as the72
climate changes.73
Mitra et al. (2013) showed that the MetUM produces too little rainfall over much of India on a74
timescale of a few days for Summer 2012, although this bias is still smaller than the day-to-day75
variability in rainfall being predicted. One aim of the present study is to evaluate NWP forecasts76
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produced operationally using the MetUM for multiple years, and to investigate to what extent these77
forecasts exhibit the dry bias seen in longer climate runs with the same underlying GCM. This78
will give insight into whether the bias is caused by fast processes such as convection, or processes79
that evolve more slowly such as the global-scale circulation, without requiring lengthy climate80
simulations or, indeed, any simulations beyond those which have been produced for operational81
purposes.82
Such an investigation is made possible by the fact that the Met Office applies a “seamless” ap-83
proach to predicting the weather and climate, whereby a single GCM is developed for all weather84
and climate timescales (Brown et al. 2012; Mitra et al. 2013). This has previously been exploited85
by Birch et al. (2014), to study the water cycle of the West African Monsoon, and by Martin et al.86
(2010), who showed that two long-standing systematic errors (including in the Asian monsoon87
region), present in longer climate runs, appear during the first few days of NWP forecasts. Ad-88
ditionally, Bush et al. (2015) traced the influence of changing the entrainment parameter over the89
equatorial Indian Ocean region from the first few days of a simulation to the climate timescale.90
NWP techniques have also been used to assess climate models by Rodwell and Palmer (2007) and91
Klocke and Rodwell (2014), who used temporally-averaged tendencies from the data assimilation92
system to represent fast errors in the model, and investigated their sensitivity to changes in model93
parameters.94
In this paper we investigate how the MetUM dry bias develops within the first five days of95
the forecast, and carry out a detailed investigation of the moisture budget for a region covering96
southern and central India, within which the dry bias seems to look similar after 5 days to that after97
30 years. This is shown in Figure 1, which shows the rainfall bias for a 30-year climate simulation98
against GPCP data (Adler et al. 2003) and for a series of NWP forecasts, of accumulation between99
4.5 and 5 days (where forecasts were initialised every 12 hours, so the full diurnal cycle is captured100
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here) against TRMM data (Huffman et al. 2007). As well as the dry bias within the green box,101
the significant wet bias over the Equatorial Indian Ocean seen in the climate run is also seen in102
the weather forecasts, although the dry bias over northern India seen in the climate run is not seen103
in the weather forecasts. We investigate the operational forecasts for the period 2012–2017 and104
show that, while the bias against observations is not always dry at early (1 to 2 day) forecast ranges,105
every year has a drying tendency from the start of the forecast such that the model is always too dry106
at five days. For the remainder of the paper, we therefore carry out a more detailed investigation107
of how the different terms in the moisture budget develop, in comparison with their values at108
analysis time. By confining this study to the drying tendency between the end and beginning of109
the forecast, we can make a direct comparison between later and earlier forecasts. This removes110
the need to provide observed values of the horizontal flux terms, which would require wind speed111
and humidity profile measurements at a large number of locations.112
2. Methods113
a. Data sets114
In the first part of our investigation we analyse the forecasts produced operationally by the Met115
Office for June, July and August for each of the six years 2012–2017. Over this period, the116
MetUM has been initialised four times per day (at 00, 06, 12 and 18 UTC), but we restrict this part117
of the investigation to the forecasts starting at 00 and 12 UTC out to 120 hours, since the forecasts118
starting at 06 and 18 UTC were only produced up to 60 hours. The operational setup was upgraded119
during the six-year period, so the analysis covers more than one version of the MetUM. In 2012 the120
MetUM was run operationally in the Global Atmosphere 3.1 (GA3.1) configuration (Walters et al.121
2011) at N512 resolution (37km at 20◦ North). This was upgraded on 15th July 2014 to the GA6.1122
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configuration (Walters et al. 2017) at N768 resolution (25km at 20◦ North), and a further resolution123
upgrade was implemented on 12th July 2017 to N1280 (15km at 20◦ North). The observational124
data we used for comparison were Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) data (Huffman125
et al. 2007; Hou et al. 2014); the dataset used was 3B42 version 7 (Huffman et al. 2010).126
For the moisture budget evaluation, which comprises most of our investigation, we use output127
from the forecasts produced operationally by the Met Office for 2012. Here we use forecasts start-128
ing at all four available times. We use instantaneous (i.e. model timestep) values of precipitation129
P, surface upward moisture flux E and, defined on model levels, pressure p, specific humidity130
q and horizontal wind V. We also use surface latent heat flux h, defined as a 6-hour mean, to131
calibrate the surface upward moisture flux (see Appendix).132
For both investigations, quantities have been averaged over forecasts initialised in June, July133
and August. We have restricted to valid times from 6th June until 31st August – constant for each134
forecast lead time – so that for a perfect forecast each term should be independent of lead time.135
The evolution of the quantities with forecast lead time therefore gives an indication as to how136
quantities change as the forecast develops.137
b. Moisture budget calculation138
Following Yanai et al. (1973), Zangvil et al. (2001) and Zangvil et al. (2004) we write the139
moisture budget as140
1
g
∂
∂ t
∫∫∫
qd2Adp=−
1
g
∫ ∮
A
qV.dldp+
∫∫
(E−P)d2A, (1)
where g is the acceleration due to gravity, t is time, A is an arbitrary horizontal area and dl is an141
element along the edge of A. Note that we do not define quantities as area averages, but apply an142
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extra area integral compared with Zangvil et al. (2004). Note also that this budget applies to water143
vapour, so that storage of moisture in clouds, and horizontal transport of clouds, is neglected.144
Applying this to a box region over India, bounded by latitudes (θ1,θ2) (here equal to 9.02
◦
145
North and 21.45◦ North) and longitudes (φ1,φ2) (here equal to 71.89
◦ East and 85.96◦ East), the146
first term on the right hand side of equation (1) can be written:147
−
∫ ∮
A
qV.dldp =
[∫ p=psurface
p=0
∫ θ=θ2
θ=θ1
qurE dθ dp
]φ=φ1
φ=φ2
+
[∫ p=psurface
p=0
∫ φ=φ2
φ=φ1
qvrE cosθ dφ dp
]θ=θ1
θ=θ2
, (2)
and for an arbitrary quantity x:148
∫∫
xd2A =
∫ θ=θ2
θ=θ1
∫ φ=φ2
φ=φ1
xr2E cosθdθdφ (3)
≡ 〈x〉× r2E(sinθ2− sinθ1)(φ2−φ1), (4)
where the angle brackets represent an area-weighted mean of the values at each grid box and rE149
is the radius of the Earth.150
We define the fluxes into the box on the western, eastern, southern and northern sides as, respec-151
tively:152
MW =
rE
g
∫ p=psurface
p=0
∫ θ=θ2
θ=θ1
qudθ dp|φ=φ1 (5)
ME = −
rE
g
∫ p=psurface
p=0
∫ θ=θ2
θ=θ1
qudθ dp|φ=φ2 (6)
MS =
rE
g
∫ p=psurface
p=0
∫ φ=φ2
φ=φ1
qv cosθ dφ dp|θ=θ1 (7)
MN = −
rE
g
∫ p=psurface
p=0
∫ φ=φ2
φ=φ1
qv cosθ dφ dp|θ=θ2 . (8)
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We define the total flux E of moisture entering the box from the surface and the total flux P of153
moisture leaving the box due to precipitation as:154
(E,P) =
∫∫
(E,P)d2A. (9)
So equation (1) can be rewritten as155
Qt =MW+ME+MS+MN+E−P (10)
where156
Qt =
1
g
∂
∂ t
∫∫∫
qd2Adp (11)
is the rate of change of total moisture in the box. We also define MA = MW+ME+MS+157
MN+E as the total net moisture flux entering the box, which is ‘available’ for rainfall. We have158
multiplied each term in kgs−1 by 3600shr−1/
∫∫
d2A and assumed a water density of 103 kgm−3,159
to obtain a value that represents the amount of rainfall in mmhr−1 that would be produced in the160
box if all the moisture from that term were converted into rainfall.161
The moisture conservation of the MetUM can be tested by comparing Qt and MA−P, since162
both can be calculated directly from different model outputs. We take Qt(τn−1/2) ≈ (Q(τn)−163
Q(τn−1))/∆τ , where n represents the individual forecast lead times separated by ∆τ = 12hours,164
and Q= 1
g
∫∫∫
qd2Adp. Any discrepancies between Qt andMA−P would suggest a lack of mois-165
ture conservation, although could also be caused by the somewhat coarse temporal discretisation166
used to define Qt .167
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c. Separation into moisture and wind effects168
The variation in the termsMWESN could be due to variations in the humidity, due to variations in169
the wind advecting the moisture, or due to a combination of the two. Here we separate the effects170
of the humidity field and of the wind field, by alternately only allowing one of the two to vary with171
forecast lead time. First, we define the terms in general as a function of forecast lead time τ:172
M{τ} ≡ λ
〈∫
M{τ}dp
〉
Φ,t
≡
λ
g
〈∫
q{τ}V{τ}dp
〉
Φ,t
(12)
where the angle brackets are here an average over forecast valid time, and the relevant latitude or173
longitude line Φ (representing θ or φ as appropriate), and λ is the length of this line. The quantity174
V represents the appropriate horizontal wind u or v. Any changes inM could be due to changes in175
moisture q or wind speed V , or due to the interaction thereof. It is interesting to isolate the effects176
of changing only q or only V , and this is accomplished by defining:177
H{τ} ≡ λ
〈∫
H{τ}dp
〉
Φ,t
≡
λ
g
〈∫
q{τ}V{0}dp
〉
Φ,t
(13)
S{τ} ≡ λ
〈∫
S{τ}dp
〉
Φ,t
≡
λ
g
〈∫
q{0}V{τ}dp
〉
Φ,t
. (14)
In this way, H represents how the moisture flux develops with forecast lead time, based only178
on variation in humidity (i.e. holding wind speed constant), and S represents how the moisture179
flux develops with forecast lead time based only on variation in wind speed (i.e. holding humidity180
constant).181
In practice, quantities are defined on model levels, so we use the pressure field to define dp/dz182
and integrate with respect to height z, from the surface up to approximately 18 km. We take dp/dz183
to vary with forecast lead time in the definition of H and to be constant in the definition of S. The184
physical justification for this is that dp/dz≈−ρg, where ρ is air density, so that185
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H{τ} ≈ λ
〈∫
ρ{τ}q{τ}V{0}dz
〉
Φ,t
(15)
S{τ} ≈ λ
〈∫
ρ{0}q{0}V{τ}dz
〉
Φ,t
, (16)
with the integration limits suitably reversed. The quantity ρq is the actual moisture content,186
so that H represents the variation in M varying only the moisture content and S represents the187
variation inM varying only the wind speed.188
3. Results189
As mentioned in Section 1, there are similarities and differences in the rainfall bias between the190
climate simulation and weather forecasts produced using the MetUM, as shown in Figure 1. In191
this study, we focus on southern India, since both biases look similar here, so analysing the bias in192
the weather forecasts could also provide insights into the bias in the climate simulation.193
Figure 1 also shows vectors for the bias in wind speed at 850 hPa height. These were calculated194
by taking a temporal mean over June, July and August (for 1983–2012 for the climate simulations195
and 2012 for the NWP forecasts) and comparing with a reference dataset. The reference dataset196
for the climate simulations is ERA-interim (Dee et al. 2011) and for the NWP forecasts is the197
NWP analysis field.198
Also shown in Figure 1 is the relative difference in rainfall between model and observations, for199
both the weather forecasts and climate simulations. This is simply the actual difference divided200
by the relevant observed value (GPCP data for the climate simulation and TRMM data for the201
weather forecasts). This shows that the relative bias is somewhat lower for the weather forecasts202
than for the climate simulations. However, over the region chosen for this study, the dry bias is203
significant for both setups.204
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It is interesting to note that the dry bias in the weather forecasts does not seem to extend as far205
north as that in the climate simulation (comparing Figures 1(a) and 1(b)). On further investigation,206
it was found that the rainfall over northern India increases during the first two days of the weather207
forecast and then decreases steadily thereafter. This can be seen from Figure 1(c), where there is208
a clear drying over northern India between two and five days, similar to that seen over southern209
India over the full five days. It may be the case, then, that the behaviour over northern India210
after an initial two-day adjustment is similar to that over southern India. However, because this211
study attempts to use the first five days of the weather forecast to better understand the climate212
bias, we concentrate on the region in the green box shown in Figure 1 for the rest of this study.213
Although the region of India to the north of the box is socioeconomically very important, and214
accounts for a large part of the total monsoon rainfall over India, we concentrate here on southern215
and central India so as to obtain a clear monotonic drying which develops over the full five days216
of the operational forecast being considered.217
a. General rainfall climatology218
Figure 2 shows the evolution of the total rainfall, within the green box in Figure 1, as a function219
of forecast lead time, for the years 2012–2017. The values are 12 hour accumulations, and each220
accumulation is plotted against the whole period to which it applies. Also plotted is the observed221
rainfall for the same area, for which there is a single value independent of forecast lead time since222
the forecast valid time does not change.223
Although the forecast rainfall bias is positive compared with observations for some years at224
some lead times, all years exhibit a drying tendency from the start of the forecast to 5 days so that225
the bias against observations is always negative after 5 days. This reduction is largely monotonic,226
although there is some increase in rainfall earlier in the forecast, particularly for 2015 and 2016.227
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The upgrade in model version which took place in 2014 coincides with a shift from an initial dry228
bias to an initial wet bias, but both versions clearly show a drying tendency over 5 days.229
Figure 3 shows how the bias in the climate simulation, shown in Figure 1(a), varies from year to230
year, for the same green box in Figure 1. Although there is of course much variability, reflecting the231
different meteorological conditions in each year, there is no clear general trend in the behaviour.232
The same is seen for northern India, suggesting that, for both regions, the dry bias develops quickly233
within the climate simulation, and then is a permanent feature of it.234
These results suggest that an insight into the dry bias over India can be achieved by looking at235
the development of the forecast and how the bias compares at later and earlier lead times. For236
the rest of this study we therefore restrict the investigation to model fields (including the model237
analysis field), in order to investigate the first few days of its drying tendency. We also restrict the238
rest of the study to 2012, since it displays a clear monotonic drying tendency in rainfall and, given239
that this drying is robust over the full six-year period investigated, it would be expected that the240
conclusions drawn in the rest of the study would apply broadly to other recent years.241
b. Evaluation of moisture budget for 2012242
The moisture flux terms are plotted, as a function of lead time, in Figure 4. The general be-243
haviour is that there is a steady decrease in rainfall P alongside a decrease in total available mois-244
ture MA from advection and evaporation. Overall, there is a roughly constant moisture flux E at245
the surface, which is lower than P, suggesting that the net reduction in rainfall is driven by mois-246
ture advection changes. The budget is characterised by a strong westerly flow, soMW andME are247
much greater in magnitude than the other terms. We have therefore subtracted 1mmhr−1 from the248
westerly and easterly flow components (leaving no net effect on the budget) in Figure 4 for clarity.249
It is clear that the flow from the western, northern and southern sides of the box are net sources of250
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moisture in the model, with the flow from the eastern side a net sink of moisture (i.e. net flow out251
of the box).252
The actual values of Qt and MA−P are approximately zero at τ = 0 (although significantly253
above, rather than below, zero), indicating that the moisture in the box is fairly constant from254
one analysis to the next over the three-month period. They are also approximately equal to each255
other, suggesting that the MetUM keeps an approximately balanced moisture budget (relative to256
the magnitude of the tendencies) for the duration of the forecast. The variation in MA, P and Qt257
can be broadly divided into three stages. During the first day of the forecast (which we define258
as Period I), MA and P are approximately constant, with MA slightly larger than P so that there259
is a moistening of the box during this Period; although the significance interval allows for some260
possibility of P being larger than MA, Qt is significantly positive. From days 1 to 3 (Period II),261
both quantities decrease, but MA decreases rather faster. Again, the significance intervals suggest262
that this will vary depending on the precise period used for the calculation, but Qt is significantly263
negative, suggesting a drying of the box during this period. From days 3 to 5 (Period III) MA264
levels off and even increases slightly, while P continues to decrease so that the box continues to265
dry but at a slower and slower rate, until at day 5 the budget becomes approximately balanced266
(here Qt is significantly negative at the start of the Period, but approaches zero towards the end of267
the Period).268
The zonal moisture advection also seems to follow a three-stage pattern, as MW and ME both269
increase in magnitude during Period I, start to reduce slowly in magnitude during Period II, and270
then reduce more quickly in magnitude during Period III. The flow into the south of the box MS271
varies rather less (following a similar pattern to Qt), and the flow into the north of the box MN272
decreases monotonically throughout the forecast, although this decrease is slower during Period273
III than during the other Periods.274
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Figure 4 suggests that the fastest processes during the first day of the forecast do not contribute275
immediately to the reduction in rainfall, and are likely due to model spinup and adjustment to276
analysis, but that the processes on timescales of a few days do make a significant contribution.277
Figure 5 shows the separation of P and E into land and ocean components. It can be seen that278
the steady reduction in P occurs over both land and ocean, and roughly to the same extent. The279
behaviour of E is, however, different over land and over ocean. Over ocean it increases at the280
beginning of the forecast and seems to approach an asymptotic value, while over land there is a281
steady decrease, although this is much less pronounced than the decrease in P. The effects over282
land and ocean cancel each other somewhat, leading to the approximately constant value of E with283
lead time over the region as a whole.284
c. Separation into components285
Figure 6 shows the variation in the total horizontal moisture flux (the sum of the individual286
horizontal flux terms, equal to MA−E) and its components H (which represents the evolution287
with forecast lead time due to humidity changes only) and S (which represents the evolution with288
forecast lead time due to wind speed changes only). S is constant during Period I and reduces289
throughout Period II before increasing slightly during Period III. H follows a similar pattern, but290
starts to decrease earlier during Period I, and also stops decreasing earlier during Period II.291
Also plotted isM{0}+(H{τ}−H{0})+(S{τ}−S{0}) =H{τ}+S{τ}−M{0}, which repre-292
sents the sum of the variation due to wind and the variation due to moisture, without any interaction293
between the two. This is approximately equal toM, suggesting that the errors in the two quantities294
do not interact, and that investigating the errors in H and S individually is sufficient to understand295
the overall errors.296
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Figure 7 shows the variation in the individual horizontal flux terms M (as in Figure 4, but with297
no offset removed), and their components H and S. It is clear that, for the three terms other than298
MW, the variation is driven almost completely by the wind speed, with the humidity having a299
minimal effect on the evolution with forecast lead time. The reduction in H seen in Figure 6 is300
driven almost entirely by a reduction in humidity entering the box from the west. The behaviour301
of S in Figure 6 during Period II seems to be driven principally by a reduction in wind speed into302
the northern edge of the box, whereas the behaviour during Period III is complicated, with the303
inflow to the north and west decreasing, the inflow to the south increasing and the outflow to the304
east decreasing.305
d. Spatial variation of horizontal flux terms306
Figures 8 and 9 show the spatial variation of Hdp{τ} and Sdp{τ}, respectively, in both the307
horizontal and vertical. These quantities refer to (respectively)H and S without the spatial average308
in equations (13) and (14) but with the average over all the forecasts during the period 6th June309
to 31st August. The top row in each figure shows the analysis field, which is the same for both310
figures because Hdp{0}= Sdp{0}=Mdp{0}; blue colours here represent flow into the box and311
red colours represent flow out of the box. The middle rows show the bias which accumulates312
during Periods I and II combined, and the bottom rows show the bias which accumulates during313
all three Periods; here blue colours represent either an increase in flow into the box or a decrease in314
flow out of the box, and red colours represent either a decrease in flow into the box or an increase315
in flow out of the box.316
The predominantly westerly flow into the western side and out of the eastern side of the box317
is clearly seen, and occurs throughout the depth and width of both of those two box sides. The318
flow at the southern side of the box has more variation in the horizontal, and seems to be cyclonic,319
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although this in fact represents an undulation in the westerly flow so that it is north-westerly in320
the western half of the southern side, and south-westerly in the eastern half of the southern side,321
as will be discussed in a later subsection. The flow at the northern side of the box varies more in322
the vertical, with predominantly an inflow above zb = 1.1km, and more variation below zb. We323
have defined zb = 1.1km subjectively as a height which demarcates the flow (and its bias) into324
separate regimes; this height could be interpreted physically as roughly representing the depth of325
the boundary layer.326
The spatial structure of the variation of Hdp (due to humidity changes) with forecast lead time327
is relatively simple. There is a decrease in the westerly inflow of moisture, which becomes greater328
with forecast lead time, and this decrease occurs mainly above zb. There is a corresponding, but329
much smaller, decrease in the outflow of moisture from the eastern side of the box. The variation330
in the other terms is rather small.331
The spatial structure of the variation of Sdp (due to wind speed changes) with forecast lead time332
is more complicated. The bias during Periods I and II is that the westerly flow (into the western333
side and out of the eastern side) has strengthened, although some parts of the eastern side of the334
box show a reduction in the flow out of the box. The flow into the box at the southern side increases335
below zb and decreases above zb. The flow into the box at the northern side is almost uniformly336
reduced. Many of these effects are due to an anticyclonic bias, which will be discussed in a later337
subsection.338
The variation of Sdp continues in a similar way through Period III, except that the westerly flow339
is now weaker than it was at the end of Period II. The flow into the box from the South-West starts340
to reduce; this represents a significant departure from the behaviour during Periods I and II.341
Because Sdp displays significant biases both above and below zb = 1.1km, we show S for the342
sum of fluxes in all directions in Figure 10. We define Sl from equation (16) with the upper vertical343
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integration limit set to z = zb (i.e. restricting to quantities below zb), and S
u from equation (16)344
with the lower vertical integration limit set to z= zb (i.e. restricting to quantities above zb). Figure345
10 shows that the flux above zb decreases fairly monotonically with forecast lead time, although346
the decrease has essentially stopped by the end of Period II. The flux below zb increases during347
Period I, decreases during Period II, and then increases slightly during Period III. It is possible348
that the behaviour early in the forecast is due to spin-up effects, since the winds near the surface349
are likely to be more affected by the observations going into the analysis.350
e. Horizontal structure of humidity field and biases351
In Figure 11 we show how the bias in the humidity develops with forecast lead time. There is a352
large dry bias to the north-west of India, which is present from day 1 and increases further as the353
forecast develops. It is also apparent that the air being advected over India from the west becomes354
increasingly too dry. These two effects are responsible for the reduction in H with forecast lead355
time seen in Figure 6.356
Parker et al. (2016) showed that the Indian Monsoon is characterised by a competition between357
moist flow advected over the Indian Ocean from the south-west and dry air advected over the358
arid land from the north-west. These “dry intrusions” from the north-west were identified by359
Krishnamurti et al. (2010) as being partly responsible for dry spells in the Indian Monsoon. It360
is possible that the MetUM is simulating these dry intrusions too strongly, leading to too dry air361
coming from the north-west which erroneously suppresses the convection in the model. The air362
over the north-west of India was identified by Pathak et al. (2017) as making a relatively small363
contribution of moisture to the Monsoon rainfall, but possibly enough that if its moisture content364
is heavily reduced this could make a significant contribution to the reduction in rainfall seen in the365
MetUM.366
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The flow entering the box from the Arabian Sea to the west and south-west appears to origi-367
nate in the Western and Southern Indian Ocean; these regions have previously been identified as368
the most important moisture sources for the Indian Monsoon (Pathak et al. 2017). Sahana et al.369
(2018) showed that inaccurate representation of these moisture sources is partly responsible for370
the Indian Monsoon dry bias in CFSv2, a coupled model used by the National Centers for Envi-371
ronmental Prediction for seasonal forecasting. It is apparent from Figures 1 and 11 that the air372
in the Equatorial Indian Ocean directly to the south of India is too moist and produces too much373
rainfall in the MetUM. However, this region is identified by Pathak et al. (2017) and Sahana et al.374
(2018) as being a less important moisture source for the Indian Monsoon, and this appears from375
Figures 1 and 11 to be also the case for shorter timescales. Indeed, there is some evidence that376
moistening in this region is related to moisture being diverted away from the peninsular region, at377
least during Period II.378
f. Horizontal structure of wind speed field and biases379
The variation of moisture flux vectors due to wind speed (
∫
Sdp) is also shown in Figure 11.380
These were calculated by taking the wind velocity at a given forecast lead time, multiplying by the381
humidity field at analysis time and integrating vertically above zb. In this way, they are relevant to382
the quantity Su. Another physical interpretation is that Figure 11 shows the evolution of the wind383
vectors, but weighted towards air that is more humid at analysis time.384
The westerly flow is clear to see in Figure 11(a), and the effect of this flow is to transport385
moisture into the box from the west and out of the box to the east. As discussed in the previous386
subsection, this moisture comes from two sources: air coming from the south-west of the box387
(which would be expected to be moister), and air coming from the north-west of the box (which388
would be expected to be drier). The westerly flow also undulates, and the effect of this on the389
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southern side of the box is that it transports moisture out of the box further west and back into390
the box further east. The moisture flux is also characterised by cyclonic flow to the north-east of391
India, which may be associated with the monsoon trough or the passage of monsoon depressions.392
The reduction in wind flow from the western side of the box also makes an important contribu-393
tion to the drying of the box leading to reduced rainfall in the NWP forecast. This only manifests394
itself after approximately 3 days (i.e. during Period III), suggesting that it could be due to errors395
further upstream, over the Arabian Sea. This connection has been presented in previous work on396
longer timescales. Levine and Martin (2017) used a set of Regional Climate Model simulations397
with differing lateral boundary locations to show that the most significant regions of influence on398
the biases around the Indian peninsula were those to the south and to the west. Further, it was399
shown by Bush et al. (2015) that increasing the entrainment rate in the MetUM over the Equatorial400
Indian Ocean (and thereby suppressing convection and alleviating the moist bias over that region)401
leads to an enhanced south-westerly flow (i.e. reducing the wind bias) and a reduction in the dry402
bias over India. Willetts et al. (2017) also showed that rainfall over India could be increased by403
using a convection-permitting model, and that this is partly achieved by increasing the flow of404
moist air from the Arabian Sea into India, and Chakraborty and Agrawal (2017) showed that an405
earlier monsoon onset tends to coincide with a stronger low level jet over the Arabian Sea. Roxy406
et al. (2017) showed that extreme rainfall events are often related to variability in moisture from407
the Arabian Sea.408
The moisture flux exhibits an anticyclonic bias centred near the eastern edge of the box, which409
is present for all three Periods but shifts northwards as the forecast develops. Its effect near the410
beginning of the forecast is to advect less air in through the northern side of the box, while later in411
the forecast its effect is to advect less air out through the eastern side of the box. It is possible that412
this anticyclonic bias corresponds to a weaker monsoon trough, which would lead to a reduction in413
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rainfall overall. A climatological anticyclonic bias was identified by Martin and Levine (2012) and414
Levine and Martin (2017) in climate simulations, although the positioning of the bias was not the415
same as in our investigation. Indeed, we have shown that the location of this bias changes as the416
forecast develops; it also is possible that it would be in a different location in a different Monsoon417
year. Bush et al. (2015) showed that this anticyclonic bias could be reduced by increasing the418
entrainment rate over the Equatorial Indian Ocean, a change which, as mentioned above, also419
reduced the dry bias over India.420
There is a northerly bias during Period II on the southern side of the box, which could be in-421
dicative of divergent flow towards the Equatorial Indian Ocean, where the model produces too422
much rainfall (Figure 1). During Period III the southern side of the box is near a saddle point in423
a somewhat complex bias flow, and the northerly bias here seems to be contingent on the precise424
location of the saddle point. This suggests that correctly simulating smaller-scale features of the425
flow is important for capturing the flux through the southern edge of the box correctly.426
4. Conclusions427
We have demonstrated in this study that the long-standing summer dry bias over India, seen in428
climate simulations using theMet Office UnifiedModel (MetUM), is also partially present in NWP429
forecasts using the same model. Although there is sometimes more rainfall in the NWP forecasts430
than observations up to a few days, the NWP forecasts always exhibit a drying tendency over their431
5-day length, and this is the case for both the GA3 configuration and the GA6 configuration.432
We have analysed the moisture budget in the NWP forecasts for 2012, focusing on a region over433
southern India for which the dry bias is worst in both climate simulations and NWP forecasts. Its434
development with forecast lead time can be separated into three distinct periods:435
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• During the first day (Period I), the moisture flux entering the region and the rainfall are436
roughly constant, but the individual budget terms vary considerably, as the forecast ‘spins437
up’ from its analysis.438
• During days 1-3 (Period II), a steady reduction in the moisture flux coincides with a steady,439
but slightly more gradual, reduction in precipitation, so that the region dries slightly during440
this period.441
• During days 3-5 (Period III), the reduction in moisture flux entering the box tails off, while442
the rainfall continues to decrease at a similar rate to in Period II, so that the drying of the box443
continues but slows down.444
In this study we have identified and quantified different sources of Indian Monsoon negative445
rainfall bias in MetUM NWP forecasts, some of which relate to biases previously identified for446
longer timescale simulations. In particular:447
• A reduction in the moisture-carrying wind speed into the west of the region appears from448
day 3 of the forecast. This provides further evidence that improving the simulation over the449
Arabian Sea would help to increase rainfall over India.450
• The air entering the region from the west is also too dry, and this is the case from very early451
in the forecast. This is associated with a drying of the air over the northern Arabian Sea. It is452
not clear what causes this drying initially but it is made worse by a reduction in the flow of453
moist air from further south and west, as the forecast develops.454
• This drying also applies to already very dry air entering the region from the north-west of455
India. Improving how the MetUM handles dry intrusions from the north-west may therefore456
contribute to reducing the dry bias over India, although it is not clear whether this error would457
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continue to be significant in longer model simulations. This may be the same phenomenon as458
the previous error, with the drying simply spreading southwards. Note that this dry air to the459
north-west of India is advected into the region considered in this study (i.e. southwards then460
eastwards) and not directly eastwards into northern India (see Figure 11). This could help to461
explain why a reduction in rainfall is seen over southern india during the first two days of the462
forecast, but not over northern India.463
• We have provided further evidence of an anticyclonic bias in the wind flow over India. This464
has a mixed effect on the overall moisture budget, but correcting this would certainly have465
scope for improving the dry bias.466
In general, the errors seem to be more important above the boundary layer than within it, sug-467
gesting that improvements to how the MetUM convection scheme handles convective plumes may468
have a significant impact on the simulated rainfall over India. This has previously been suggested469
by Bush et al. (2015), who showed that modifying the entrainment rate in the MetUM convection470
scheme can lead to increased rainfall over India over longer timescales. It is also clear that the471
short-term drying is not driven significantly by errors in the land surface, as the upward moisture472
flux at the surface does not change significantly with forecast lead time. However, there is a small473
but steady reduction in this quantity when the calculation is restricted to land points, which is474
offset by an initial, but shorter-lived, increase over ocean points, so feedbacks involving surface475
evaporation may become more important at longer timescales if this reduction over land points476
continues further into the forecast. Indeed, Devanand et al. (2018) showed that improving the rep-477
resentation of the Himalayas and land surface processes was effective in improving a similar dry478
bias seen in the CFSv2 model (see also subsection 3e and Sahana et al. 2018)479
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a. Suggestions for future work480
We have confined this study to looking at the mean flux terms over most of the Monsoon season481
as a whole, and future work will investigate how these terms vary as the Monsoon progresses.482
In particular, we shall determine whether it is possible to identify relatively short periods within483
the Monsoon, which account for a relatively large amount of the overall negative rainfall bias. If484
this is the case, then it will be possible to run relatively inexpensive further simulations for just485
these short periods, and to test the likely effects of model changes on the dry bias in the MetUM.486
Similarly, we have been careful to eliminate the effects of the diurnal cycle on our overall budget,487
but it would also be interesting to carry out an analysis on shorter timescales and to investigate488
how the diurnal cycle varies as the forecast progresses.489
Having shown that the drying tendency is common to all years of a six-year period, we have fo-490
cused on a single year as representative of the recent past. We are currently working on repeating491
the full analysis for all the years 2011–2018, in order to investigate to what extent conclusions hold492
for other years (in particular those with a different model version), and to enable an enhanced sig-493
nificance testing of the conclusions arrived at in this study. Initial results suggest that the decrease494
in moisture flux into the region from around day 3, as well as the drying of the air to the west495
and northwest of the region, are seen in other recent years. Some other years show evidence of496
an anticyclonic bias, although in varying locations meaning it has a varying effect on the moisture497
fluxes, particularly into the northern side of the region.498
The detailed moisture budget investigation, carried out in this study for weather forecasts, could499
also be applied to climate simulations. This would involve a somewhat different approach, since500
there would only be a single simulation for the whole period, rather than several shorter, overlap-501
ping simulations, and the simulations would have to be compared with, for example, reanalysis502
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datasets, instead of against the same model analysis. However, it would be useful to investigate503
how the dry bias, and the moisture budget terms, develop on the longer time scales of a climate504
simulation, and this might further inform the discussion of similarities and differences in the dry505
bias between climate simulations and weather forecasts using the MetUM.506
It will be interesting to carry out a similar analysis for other regions, particularly that to the507
south of India, where there is a wet bias, and over northern India, where the biases in the weather508
and climate simulations are different. For northern India, initial analysis suggests that there is a509
similar steady decrease in total moisture flux into the region (to that for southern India), but that the510
rainfall increases initially before steadily decreasing later in the forecast. This rainfall behaviour511
is also seen over southern India in other recent years (see Figure 2), so extending the analysis to512
these years may clarify the comparison between the climate simulations and weather forecasts.513
The effects of initial conditions on the dry bias should also be considered. It is possible that a514
model captures the monsoon system correctly, but incorrect initial conditions cause it to develop515
towards an equilibrium state that produces less rainfall than the real atmosphere. We have con-516
ducted forecast experiments for 2012, similar to those analysed in this study, with different initial517
conditions, and analysis of these experiments will also form the basis of a future study.518
APPENDIX519
Correction factors520
We use four forecasts per day in order to sample the diurnal cycle sufficiently. These are initiated521
at 00, 06, 12 and 18 UTC. However, two of the forecasts are only available out to 60 hours, which522
means that after this time, any averaged quantity x will be evaluated using only the two remaining523
forecasts and this could introduce a bias into the forecast average since only two points in the524
diurnal cycle are sampled. In order to correct for this, we use the forecasts up to 60 hours to see525
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what bias k would be introduced if the 06 and 18 UTC forecasts had been unavailable and only526
the 00 and 12 UTC forecasts were used. We define xXX as the average of all forecasts initialised527
at XX UTC, x4 as the estimate of x based on using all available forecasts, and x2 as the estimate of528
x based on only using the 00 and 12 UTC forecasts. Then x2 = x4+ k, with529
x2 ≡ (x00+ x12)/2 (A1)
x4 ≡ (x00+ x06+ x12+ x18)/4. (A2)
In practice k varies with forecast lead time τ , but it is a reasonable approximation to treat it as530
a constant. This is demonstrated by Figure 12, where we have plotted various moisture flux terms531
calculated using only the 00 and 12 UTC forecasts and using only the 06 and 18 UTC forecasts.532
It is clear that, although the difference between each pair is not constant, each pair does follow a533
very similar variation with forecast lead time and assuming a constant offset is valid. We therefore534
estimate k as535
k ≈ (x00+ x12)/2− (x00+ x06+ x12+ x18)/4 (A3)
where the bar denotes an average over the period between 0 and τ60 = 60hours. This is then sub-536
tracted off the later forecasts to estimate what the quantity would have been had all four forecasts537
been available. In summary:538
x(τ ≤ τ60) = x4 = (x00+ x06+ x12+ x18)/4 (A4)
x(τ > τ60) = x2− k = (x00+ x12)/2− (x00+ x12− x06− x18)/4. (A5)
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The exception to this was the surface upward moisture flux E, which was not available at all539
after 60 hours. Instead, we used the surface latent heat flux h (which is available averaged over the540
previous 6 hours) to define:541
L=
∫∫
h
l
d2A (A6)
where l is the latent heat of vaporisation of water. Then E(τ ≤ τ60) was defined as in equation542
A4 up to 60 hours, and after 60 hours was defined as:543
E(τ > τ60) = (L00+L12)/2− (L00+L12)/2− (E00+E06+E12+E18)/4. (A7)
Instantaneous rainfall544
In order to be consistent with other quantities, we have used instantaneous rainfall throughout545
the moisture budget analysis. It could be argued that, for such an intermittent field as rainfall,546
longer time accumulations are required. In order to check this we plot in Figure 13 the 12-hour-547
accumulated and instantaneous rainfall together, along with the resulting total flux term for each548
quantity. This gives some idea of the uncertainty involved in using instantaneous rainfall: note549
that the 12-hour accumulation is not a better quantity to use because it samples parts of the diurnal550
cycle which are not sampled by the other quantities in the moisture budget. It is clear from Figure551
13 that the overall conclusions from this study, relating to the rainfall field, would not be affected552
if a longer accumulated period was used for the rainfall.553
Calculation of significance intervals554
The significance intervals were calculated using a simple bootstrapping method, based on de-555
termining the sensitivity of the calculation to the precise period used. For each spatially-averaged556
quantity x, the data were divided into pairs of forecasts, one starting at 00 or 12 UTC (lasting the557
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full 120 hours) and the other 6 hours later (lasting 60 hours). Equations A4, A5 and A7 were then558
applied, with the 00 or 12 UTC forecast taking the role of (x00+ x12)/2 and the 06 or 18 UTC559
forecast taking the role of (x12+ x18)/2, to produce a set of 172 forecasts, for each quantity and560
for each lead time.561
The bootstrapping was applied by constructing, for each lead time, 10000 sequences of 172562
forecasts, each randomly selected from the 172 values avaiable (i.e. with replacement, so it was563
possible to select the same forecast more than once in any given sequence). The mean value564
of x was then taken over each of the 10000 sequences, to produce 10000 estimates of x. These565
estimates were sorted and the 250th-highest estimate was taken as the upper bound and the 9750th-566
highest estimate as the lower bound. In this way, an estimate of the 95% significance interval was567
produced.568
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FIG. 1. Rainfall bias against GPCP rainfall data for a climate simulation for 1983–2012, using the MetUM
version GA6, restricting to the months of June, July and August (a,d). Rainfall bias against TRMM rainfall
data for 3 months’ worth of 5-day weather forecasts for June, July and August 2012 (b,e). Rainfall difference
between accumulation from 108 to 120 hours and accumulation from 36 to 48 hours (c). Upper panels (a,b,c)
show the rainfall difference itself and lower panels (d,e) show the difference divided by the observed value.
Panels (a) and (b) are overlaid with wind bias vectors at 850 hPa height (bias against ERA-interim reanalyses
for (a) and against NWP analysis for (b)). The green box is the evaluation region used in this study.
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FIG. 2. 12-hour accumulated rainfall in the green box shown in Figure 1, for June, July and August of six
different years, as a function of forecast lead time (thick lines) and observed (thin lines). The values have been
converted to mm/hr. Although the direction of the bias of the forecast against the observations varies, all six
years show a drying tendency as the forecast develops.
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FIG. 3. Rainfall bias averaged over the green box shown in Figure 1, and a region over northern India, for a
MetUM climate simulation against GPCP rainfall data. Values are averaged over June, July and August for each
year. The regions are both bounded by longitudes 71.89◦ East and 85.96◦ East. The green box is bounded by
latitudes 9.02◦ North and 21.45◦ North and the region over northern India is bounded by latitudes 21.45◦ North
and 28.95◦ North.
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FIG. 4. Behaviour of each of the moisture budget terms as a function of forecast lead time. An offset of 1
mm/hr equivalent westerly flux has been removed. The precipitation P follows the “available” moisture MA,
and the budget is approximately balanced (blue lines near zero). The vertical grey dotted lines identify the three
Periods defined in the text, for each of which the behaviour of the moisture budget terms seems to fit into one
of three coherent regimes. The thin dotted lines show the 95% confidence interval for the quantity shown in the
same colour.
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FIG. 5. Behaviour of upward surface water flux and precipitation as a function of forecast lead time, restricting
to land points only (dotted lines) and ocean points only (dashed lines).
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FIG. 6. Total horizontal flux (M, solid line) into the green box in Figure 1, with separation into variation due
to humidity changes (H, dashed line) and variation due to horizontal wind changes (S, dotted line). Also plotted
is the variation due to these individual components added together (stars,M{0}+H{τ}−H{0}+S{τ}−S{0}).
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FIG. 7. Separation of the individual horizontal flux terms M into variation due to humidity changes, H, and
variation due to horizontal wind changes, S. The variation in each term is dominated by the horizontal wind
changes, except for the the western side of the box where the humidity changes have a significant effect.
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FIG. 8. Spatial variation of Hdp (horizontal moisture flux into box, with variation due to humidity only).
Quantities are plotted at analysis time (top row), along with the bias against analysis after 3 days (corresponding
to the end of Period II, middle row) and 5 days (corresponding to the end of Period III, bottom row). The
quantity qV
dp
dz
δ z is converted into a mm/hr equivalent by multiplying by (3600/A)δ l, where δ l is the length of
each grid element (constant for each panel, but different for each of the four directions). In this way, each pixel
of a given colour contributes equally to the total amount of moisture entering or leaving the box. Note that the
colorbar is set up so that blue always represents flow into the box, or a net increase in flow into the box, and red
always represents flow out of the box, or a net decrease in flow into the box. The horizontal dashed green line
represents the height zb = 1.1km identified in the text.
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FIG. 9. Spatial variation of Sdp (horizontal moisture flux into box, with variation due to wind speed only).
See caption of Figure 8 for details.
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FIG. 10. Total horizontal moisture flux with variation due to wind speed only (S, solid line), with separation
into flux Sl below zb = 1.1km (dashed line) and S
u above zb (dotted line).
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FIG. 11. Total column moisture
∫
∞
0 q{τ}dp/g, overlaid with moisture flux vectors
∫
∞
zb
q{0}V{τ} dp
dz
{0}dz/g
(i.e. holding the humidity field constant at its analysis value while allowing the velocity field to vary with
forecast lead time, so relevant to the quantity Su defined in the text). The analysis (τ = 0) value is shown in (a),
and biases between the two values of τ denoted in the panel title are shown in the other three panels, so that (b),
(c), (d) show the bias which develops during Period I, II, III respectively. Note that the humidity is integrated
upwards from the surface whereas the moisture fluxes are integrated upwards from zb = 1.1km.
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FIG. 12. Behaviour of different moisture budget terms as a function of lead time, separated into forecasts
starting at 00 and 12 UTC (x0012) and starting at 06 and 18 UTC (x0618, only available up to 60 hours). The
behaviour of each of the two sets is similar, suggesting that a constant offset can be used to calibrate the x0012
forecasts after 60 hours.
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FIG. 13. Comparison of instantaneous rainfall with 12-hour accumulated rainfall, and the effect of using each
quantity on the overall moisture budget. The two total flux terms for the accumulated rainfall represent assigning
the accumulated value to the beginning or the end of the 12-hour period.
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